Practical details of nasal reconstruction.
Learning Objectives: After reading this article, the participant should be able to: 1. Examine a nasal defect to determine its true dimension and outline and plan the appropriate timing of reconstruction. 2. Develop a surgical plan to restore normal dimension, volume, symmetry, and outline. 3. Determine the need for local versus regional flap repair. 4. Understand and apply aesthetic principles of nasal reconstruction. 5. Use exact surgical templates to determine the position, dimension, and outline transferred tissues. 6. Distinguish the indications for a two- or three-stage forehead flap. 7. Use the modified folded forehead flap technique with primary and delayed primary support replacement. 8. Understand an approach to the late revision. This article and accompanying video discuss a step-by-step approach to the reconstruction of a full-thickness heminasal defect in a demanding attractive woman who developed necrosis after cosmetic rejuvenation of the nasolabial fold by filler injection. Aesthetic principles were applied to develop a surgical plan to define the timing of reconstruction and true defect for repair with a full-thickness folded forehead flap transferred in three stages using a modified folded forehead flap for lining and primary and delayed primary support with a late revision to further refine nasal landmarks.